
 

Unit 3:  Why communication and demonstration are important   
Aims: Leader should understand how to explain/communicate when running an activity  

Resources 

Children must answer the following questions in their Workbook  

What is the difference between verbal and nonverbal communication?  

Verbal communication is the use of sounds and words to express yourself. 

Nonverbal is the transfer of information through the use of body language including eye contact, facial expressions, 

gestures and more. 

When giving verbal instructions what do you need to do? 

Speak clearly, keep the instructions short, know exactly what you’re talking about 

What things can you use for Non-Verbal Communication? 

Hand gestures, A whistle, body language  

What are Demonstrations? 

Why are Demonstration important? 

Assign a leader to deliver the games pirate ship, traffic lights, follow the leader and line up- please see children 

workbook on how to play.  

 Student workbook- pages 13-21  

 

 

Lesson 3   

Why communication and demonstration are important    

 



 

‘When playing follow the leader’ the leader must do demonstrations of the exercises they are going to perform. 

Once you have played one round, then pick a different leader to do the activity again with no demonstrations 

just explaining verbally the exercise they want everybody to do.  

The children must answer the following question in their workbooks: When playing ‘follow the leader’ did you 

understand the movements more when the leader demonstrated the activity, or did you understand it more 

when there was no demonstrations and the leader explained them vocally? Explain how the difference 

between demonstrations and no-demonstrations impacted you.  

 

Communication: give instructions that others can understand; make sure others can hear you; using 
demonstrations are easier.  
Safety: ensure activities are safe and no one will get hurt, is the space you are using safe?  

Enjoyment: make sure everyone can take part: make activities fun so no one gets bored: change activities often  

Co-operation: working with others; sharing space and equipment  
Responsibility: appropriate and safe activities; act as a good role model; appearance; good behaviour  

Organisation: be prepared; plan ahead, understand what you are teaching; set up activities in advance  

Knowledge: understand the rules of the game; helping people to improv 

 

When playing follow the leader- pick one leader who will communicate with their team and put them in the 

correct order. Pick a second leader who will not communicate with their team and try to place them in order.  

After playing the game ‘Line up’ what problems did you face when you had to use non-verbal communication? 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 


